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Lay-out Joch Jansz

EDITORIAL

We are very proud to present to you
the UNiD: IDEa Edition. This magazine
showcases what we can achieve when
the alumni association, department,
and study association join forces.
After two successful events in the
Gaslab at the TU/e campus (2011)
and at StrijpS in the ‘Klokgebouw’
(2012), this year the IDEa association
wanted to do something different. In
this magazine alumni get a chance to
present themselves and get exposure
for their activities during the Dutch
Design Week. Moreover, this platform
allows us to inform and inspire you
with different stories from both the
department of Industrial Design and
study association Lucid. Ad van Berlo
could not have put it better in the
interview we had with him: ‘if we
For the department of
Industrial Design,
Aarnout Brombacher, dean

want this thing to fly we first have
to build a nest’. We aim at building a
strong network for alumni and the
department, where both parties
benefit. The prominent role of the
study association supports the growth
of this network, as the foundation is
built during the years as a student.
This magazine offers a nice mixture
of different stories, interviews and
presentations. Find out what our
alumni are up to during the DDW.
Read about why Ad van Berlo became
professor at our department. Be
inspired by the ‘Do It Yourself’ and
‘Who is who’ sections, two parts that
we borrowed from the regular UNiD,
the magazine of study association
Lucid. Find out more about the
exhibitions at the TU/e: ID’13 and
For the IDEa-committee,
Eva Deckers, chair

Design United. We pay special
attention to alumni work on these
exhibitions. Ronald van Tienhoven,
the curator, personally adds to the
story. Get to know Nedap through a
Q&A with CEO Ruben Wegman and
the profiles of our alumni working for
this extraordinary company. Curious
about the results of the alumni
questionnaire many of our alumni
filled out? We present these results,
and Director of Education, Miguel
Bruns, fills us in about the upcoming
education accreditation. Go ahead and
explore the content of the magazine!
We hope to meet your all during the
DDW.
Enjoy!

For study-association
Industrial Design Lucid,
Marijn van der Steen, chair

“ Every study needs a platform to
support the students in both their
learning activities and their social
life. “
Lucid is the study association of Industrial
Design. Every study needs a platform to
support the students in both their learning
activities and their social life. Lucid has a
lot to offer for its members and provides
them with workshops, creative activities,
brainstorms, excursions, parties and much
more.
It is our goal to support as many members
as possible. Therefore we are in contact and
collaborate with experts in our department,
alumni of Industrial Design and a wide
range of companies. We believe we can be
of great help to each other, and we like to
organize and collaborate in creative events
with the members of our network.
This UNiD: IDEa edition is a great example
of how Lucid and it’s members collaborate
with alumni and external parties. It
demonstrates how, through collaboration,
we can achieve a high quality output.
Moreover, it shows a level of skill and
expertise students develop over the years.
The members of Lucid have many different
skills. This diversity makes that we are
interested in and are potentially interesting
for different parties. Lucid is always looking
for new and interesting collaborations! Are
you too? Follow our activities on our
website and for now, enjoy this UNiD: IDEa
edition.
Marijn van der Steen,
Chairman

LUC
ID

“The magazine you are holding
right now is the result of
accumulated efforts of our
network members. “

ID
EA

Over the past few years the Industrial
Design Eindhoven alumni association (in
short: IDEa) has steeply been growing in
number of members and activities. The goal
is to be a supportive association, which
provides a fruitful and helpful network for
its alumni, and much, much more! To get
there we need your (our alumni’s) input and
motivation, as a network’s right to exist
comes from its members.
The magazine you are holding right now is
the result of accumulated efforts of our
network members.We found a collaborative
partner in LUCID to realize this magazine,
and we build on their experience and
expertise regarding publishing their
magazine: the UNiD. With support and input
from the department we realized this UNiD:
IDEa edition. We are confident that we
present an interesting and inspiring booklet
to our alumni, students and staff and our
external contacts.
This is just the start of a range of ideas we
have for the IDEa association, so keep an
eye on us! If you are not a member yet,
subscribe via the alumni network. Many
thanks go out to the people who helped
realize this unique UNiD: IDEa edition. For
now, enjoy the magazine! Special thanks to
my fellow IDEa board; chair Eva Deckers,
Treasurer Misha Croes, Secretary Fiona van
de Geijn and commissioner of activities
Stefan Zwegers.
Rens Brankaert,
Commissioner of media and communication
Lay-out
Stijn
Stumpel
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INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
ACCREDITATION
Every five years, educational programs need to be accredited by the Accreditation Organization of the
Netherlands and Flanders (NVAO), who provide their expert and objective judgment on the quality of
higher education. In 2007 our program underwent its first accreditation. It was in the middle of the
process of delivering the first Master students and developing its identity. Within a year after the results
were presented, Caroline Hummels was appointed as Director of Education and put great effort in further
shaping the vision on educating a new breed of Industrial Designers. In the past year we reflected
thoroughly on the developments the department went through with staff, students and alumni. The
results of our reflections have been collected in a report and showcase app, and we are grateful that so
many of you contributed.
Today again we are in a great moment of
transition; the increasing amount of students
and the Bachelor College are two important
challenges in which the department is involved.
You are very happy with our education; however,
we also noticed that the changes we underwent
have a negative impact. Communication and
training of staff was very informal, but became
scattered with the increasing amount of students
and staff. Furthermore, the objective of holistic
assessment – the backbone of our educational
model – is insufficiently clear to both staff and
students. This has great impact on a feeling of
trust, which is fundamental for our educational
model to be successful. Therefore, we have
thorough discussions and considerations on
how to sustain the value of self-directed and
continuous learning, the basis competency of
our educational model. It is a requirement for
achieving our vision and mission of delivering
industrial designers that will transform society.

Currently, the report and the showcase app are
available to students and staff as well as to the
group of experts that will be evaluating our
program. The experts have diverse backgrounds
in Design: engineering, methodology, business
and education. Also students from the three ID
departments in the Netherlands are involved.
On November 14th and 15th the committee
will visit the department and meet with staff,
students and alumni to question them about
the program. We are highly ambitious and hope
to convince the committee of the uniqueness
of our program by demonstrating the excellent
quality of your work. We look forward to the
feedback, which will support us in our further
development.
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ALUMNI
QUESTIONNAIRE
+/-
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How do alumni look back at ID? Both IDEa and
the faculty of Industrial Design were very curious
to find out about this. Since the accreditation
was coming up we decided to sent an extensive
questionnaire to the alumni of ID. We basically
asked to give feedback on a range of aspects
of the ID program from the perspective of an
alumnus, to assess the value of these aspects
for the further professional development after
graduation. The response rate was relatively
high since half of the people we invited filled in
this questionnaire. So first of all; Thank you!

“WE EDUCATE STUDENTS FOR
A LIFE, NOT FOR A DIPLOMA”
To address this main question, we asked
the alumni: “do you think ID was a good
preparation for your career?”. The answer is
a clear yes: 75% is positive, 22% is neutral
and only 3% is negative.

Difficulty
Enjoyment
Workload
Challenge
Quality
Relevance
Personal growth

++
+
+/--

Inapplicable

No problems

Missing competency

ID profile unknown to employers

Missed a diploma

There is more to life than career though,
so we also asked to rate ID on a number
of topics. Most aspects got a good
score like enjoyment and challenge.
They score high to very high, like also
the score of the workload does, which
is confirmed by the question about
how many hours were spend on the
program (40-49 hours average).
One of the topics stands out and this is
personal growth, where 95% rates this
(very) high!

MBO
WO+

HBO

WO

Overall participants think that ID was
a good preparation for their career.
Weather they started working after
graduating, or do a follow-up with a
different program. From the people
who answered the questionnaire 45 %
has a job at a company. The level of this
work is high: 64% works at a WO level
and 21% even higher.
ID alumni are very entrepreneurial.
11% indicates to do freelance work
and 28% is running a company.
Of the people currently employed by
a company, 56% indicates to have the
ambition to start a company in future.
Of all people working in their own
company, over 80% is actively doing
design work. For free lancers this
image is even a bit stronger.

Another interesting subject is the
collaboration in work. Many alumni
still work together with other alumni,
and they are very happy about this. If
they don’t collaborate with ID alumni
at the moment, most people say they
would like to.
We also asked about the experience
ID alumni have when applying for a
job. Unfortunately alumni state that
there are several problems there, like
missing a diploma with subjects and
grades or that ID was inapplicable. But
the biggest problem (51%) is that the
ID profile is unknown to employers.
Though this will improve over time
simply because more of our graduates
will populate the professional field,
on short term this is an important
responsibility for the faculty to help
the ID graduates opening doors.
Despite the high pressure, the high rate
of change, and the imperfections in the
system almost all graduates would
choose ID again, and would recommend
it to new students too (90%). Overall
the alumni are very positive about ID.
They rate the program with an 8.

11

INTERVIEW
AD VAN BERLO

Even before the conversation starts, Ad
comments: ,,We (referring to the department)
should do a lot more with and for alumni”. A
good start! That will come later, first we try to
get some insights in who Ad van Berlo is. What
are his drives? What is the key to his success as
design entrepreneur? What are his reasons to
become professor?
The young Ad at first followed the footsteps
of his father. He grew up on a farm and after
primary school it only seemed logical to start
an agricultural education. However, he quickly
found out that this world was too small. He went
on to a practical mechanical engineering study.
That was a success. He valued the practical and
hands on approach, he truly enjoyed his time
as an intern and at his side jobs. Making things:
that is definitely what he was, and is, good at. Ad
laughs out loud when he shares his memories as
maintenance mechanic at Mars with us. It was
fun and he was good at it. At that time he did
not always realize that his interest and skills in
simply making things was actually a talent. Only
by accident he got to know about the academy
for industrial design, now known as the design
Lay-out Chris Gruijters - Text Eva Deckers

academy. It was a friend of a friend who studied
at the academy and who was in need of some
help.
He is somehow still surprised that he was picked
as one of 45 out of 650 subscriptions. But Ad
stood his ground, it was clear that he was ready
to take on this adventure. Especially in the first
years he struggled. He often did not have a clue
what it was they wanted from him. ‘We got a
sheet of paper, fifty by sixty, and little stickers:
dots. Now, we had to stick the dots to the paper.
So I just put the dots to the paper. Apparently
this was not what they wanted me to do: rubbish’.
But Ad was not shy and asked what it was they
wanted. In the second try his dots adopted the
tension and the dynamics they were looking for.
Ad still values clarity in communicating what
you want, and what you need, as one of his most
important skills. ‘I can talk to my clients about
very complex things, in a very straightforward
manner. This is not easy, and something you
have to develop. It is easier to lose yourself in
terminology and abstraction than it is to really
take your client along on a journey’.

Although the last years at the academy were
relatively easy compared to the start, Ad
had to put up a fight to let go of his technical
background. ‘I was not able to create products
that were not manufacturable’. His technical
background and hands on approach, without
a doubt, got him where he is now. However, he
experienced that it is very hard to be innovative
without letting go of what you know is possible.
The transition from ‘how to make this’, to ‘why to
make this’ was though.

focus on something new. And obviously when
you repeat this successfully, by listening to what
the client wants, your company grows’. Listening
to the client by no means refers to: you ask we
deliver. He always wanted to know why the
client was asking this, he wanted to thoroughly
understand the motives of the client. He always
felt responsible for the whole process. It did not
happen only once that a client would find out he
did not need a new light armature, but a better
catalogues or brand identity.

After the academy he started his own company.
It only later occurred to him that he actually
could have looked for a job. At that moment it
was natural to him to just start: what he knew,
what he grew up with, was entrepreneurship.
He was not, and still is not, concerned with what
is a good way to go or how can I make money.
It is all about finding the thing that motivates
you, truly inspires you and gives you the
opportunity to continuously develop yourself.
‘After doing several assignments of the same,
I knew the trick and wanted to move on. So I
thought, if I hire someone to do this trick I can

‘I am an esthete and love making beautiful or
even poetic things. Nonetheless, it is more
important to be successful’. Ad confesses that
he handed offers to clients while advising them
not to sign it. When you create the product that
is doomed to be unsuccessful, because it does
not answer to the actual problem, you are the
one who in the end is out of business. The power
of the designer is to provide the client not only
with an end product, but especially with new
insights and perspectives. Ad is not interested
in little assignments; he invests in a strong and
lasting relationship with his clients.

IT IS EASIER TO LOSE YOURSELF IN TERMINOLOGY AND ABSTRACTION
THAN IT IS TO REALLY TAKE YOUR CLIENT ALONG ON A JOURNEY

13

‘And now I’m here’. Ad refers to the place where
the interview takes place: Eindhoven University
of Technology, Department of Industrial Design.
‘Van Berlo is the biggest company in our field, in
the Netherlands, we won 150 design prices, 60%
of our turnover originates from international
assignments. We grew, that is for sure.’ One part
of the work of Van Berlo studio’s focuses on
high tech systems. Ad is co-founder of Brainport
industries, housing 60 companies in the high
tech world. A second important part of their
work is for big brands in the consumer market.
An upcoming and fast growing part of their
business is user interaction and user experience.
Some of their attention goes to communication
and a new area they are currently exploring
and building is design research, sometimes in
collaboration with the TU/e. This also connects
to developments in system engineering. Van
Berlo studio’s is not necessarily concerned
with the technological details of this, but works
on future visions and concepts. ‘We envision
and make concrete where it is going. In these
issues the integrative power of design is of
innumerable value’.
This means that the activities of Ad, and the
company, became very broad. It ranges from
delivering true craftsmanship to determining
strategy. ‘At this moment I’m very busy with
this strategic position’. This is the main reason
that the vacancy for a part time professorship
was brought to his attention. At first, Ad figured
it was not his cup of tea; however, when the

deadline approached he thought it might
actually be fun. More important it was time for
something new. Ad is an explorer, someone who
wants to discover and create new thing. After
25 years of managing his company he already
decided to turn more to a research and strategic
position. The vacancy for the professorship
fitted very well. Of course his roots are in design
practice and he feels very comfortable in his
new role of bridging academics and practice,
entrepreneurship.
Concerning our alumni Ad is committed to
organize and build a few things. First of all he
wants to make the step, from good ideas to
start-ups, easier. ‘When we can make this work,
our alumni become entrepreneurs, exactly
what my chair is about. These entrepreneurs
can build upon the support of the department,
but only on the condition that they return to us
with their knowledge, insights and experiences’.
Parallel to this he wants to strengthen the
relationships and collaborations with external
clients and companies. ‘We can’t guarantee the
client valuable or profitable end results. What
we can guarantee is a process.’ Ad envisions a
system where students are coached both from
an educational point of view and the business
or company point of view, in one project. Ad
sketches a life long learning trajectory, where
we keep our alumni close and learn from each
other. It is in the interplay between department
and alumni, where knowledge and skills are
continuously challenged and developed.

BUILD
A
NEST
& BOTH

CHICKEN

EGG
KNOW WHERE

AND

TO BE

This community idea is not at all non-committal.
It needs effort, time and motivation from our
alumni. ‘I’m convinced we will get the input
from our alumni, when they know what they
get in return is of value to them’. When you
risk losing yourself in the chicken and the egg
story you need to build a nest. Build a nest and

both chicken and egg know where to be. IDEa
considers this as an open invitation to build the
nest together. However, one thing has to be very
clear. Ad stresses this is a serious business, were
all parties have something to gain. It can not be
a social little club.

15

INTERNSHIP
at Studio Roosegaarde

WHY DID YOU CHOOSE FOR THIS
INTERNSHIP?
“Since my first year as a student at
Industrial Design I’m fascinated and
inspired by the work of Roosegaarde.
With my design work I set out to explore
peoples’ boundaries, and to push these
boundaries. By designing for magical
interaction, I want to trigger curiosity
and create a ‘wow moment’ for the
person. Studio Roosegaarde is the
perfect place to learn: their objective is
to pull technology ‘out of the computer
screen’, come up with radical new
proposals, and integrate these into the
real world”.
HOW DID YOU GET IN?
“As you would expect, I started by

sending my resume and portfolio to
the design department of the studio.
What I did not expect is that they would
call me back within half an hour! They
had looked at my work and were very
enthusiastic about it. They invited
me for an interview. When I visited
the studio the first time I immediately
had a good feeling. By the end of the
interview it was clear I was going to
start my internship with them. I was
very excited to start working for this
famous design studio.”

we can, but everybody works hard
to meet deadlines. Before I started
my internship I had never met Daan
Roosegaarde. I just saw him on TV or in
magazines. When he is in the office he
regularly comes by to ask for an update.
As an intern I’m involved in the process,
which is really nice.”

“

DAAN ROOSEGAARDE IS THIS YEAR’S
AMBASSADOR FOR THE DDW. MANY
OF YOU MIGHT HAVE SEEN HIS
INSPIRING INTERVIEW IN VPRO’S
‘ZOMERGASTEN’. KEEP AN EYE ON
UPCOMING BROADCASTS OF THE
VPRO IN COLLABORATION WITH DAAN
ROOSEGAARDE AS SOME OF OUR ALUMNI
MIGHT MAKE THEIR APPEARANCE. DAAN
WILL GIVE A LECTURE FOR INDUSTRIAL
DESIGN STUDENTS, STAFF AND ALUMNI
IN OR AROUND THE DDW. CURRENTLY
THIRD YEAR BACHELOR STUDENT
LIZA BLUMMEL IS A TRAINEE AT THE
STUDIO. WE ARE CURIOUS ABOUT LIZA’S
EXPERIENCES.

WHAT KIND OF PROJECT ARE YOU
WORKING ON?
“Top secret! I can still tell a bit, although.
I’m involved in two new design projects
for two complete different spaces: one
has too little light and the other has too
much. We are still in a very open phase
of the project, so I’m basically exploring,
exploring and exploring. We have build
models of the spaces so we can quickly
test things. We can quickly see how
the light spreads. The studio does not
necessarily make things for production.
Often, projects start from the client’s
wish, or from free exploration.”

SO, WHAT IS IT LIKE?
“It is like a big playground for Industrial
Designers. The first day I made the
mistake to wear high heels. Interesting
stuff is laying around everywhere,
and everyone is trying things out.
The atmosphere in the studio is
really nice: we make jokes when

ANY TIPS FOR UPCOMING INDUSTRIAL
DESIGN STUDENTS WHO WOULD LIKE
TO DO THEIR INTERNSHIP AT STUDIO
ROOSEGAARDE?
“You have to be able to let go and just
start working. A classical industrial
designer might have a hard time with
this freedom. You have to be open for
new experiences.”

“

IT IS LIKE A BIG
PLAYGROUND
FOR INDUSTRIAL
DESIGNERS

- LIZA BLUMMEL

Lay-out Mitchell Jacobs - Text Doenja Oogjes - Pictures www.studioroosegaarde.net
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NEW WORKSPACE FOR
CREATIVE
ENTREPRENEURS
11 10
9
7
AFTER AN EXPEDITION OF 7 YEARS LITTLE MOUNTAIN
HAS REACHED THE FIRST SUMMIT, WHICH IS A
MILESTONE IN THE HISTORY OF THE CREATIVE INDUSTRY.
FROM OCTOBER 1ST, THE CREATIVE ENVIRONMENT OF
LITTLE MOUNTAIN FOUNDED BY INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
ALUMNUS MAARTEN HENDRIKS, WILL CONTINUE AS THE
INDEPENDENT COOPERATIVE:

8 6

FOUNDED BY ALL

Background image: impression of the pavilion in
the new creative enviroment
Design pavilion: Ronald Swinkels Architects.
Rendering: Sjoucke Hooghiem

THIS INNOVATIVE CREATIVE BUSINESS HUB FACILITATES
AND SUPPORTS YOUNG CREATIVE ENTREPRENEURS
IN THE FIELD OF DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY. FOUNDED
BY ALL CONSISTS OF 1500M2 WORKSPACE AND CAN
HOUSE OVER 60 COMPANIES IN THE ‘KLOKGEBOUW’ AT
STRIJP-S.

DO YOU HAVE THE AMBITION
TO GROW A SUCCESSFUL
BUSINESS, AND DO YOU WANT
AN ENVIRONMENT THAT WILL
SUPPORT YOU? SIGN UP AT:
WWW.FOUNDEDBYALL.COM

3 1 2
4
8

Curious what Industrial Design
alumni are up to during the Dutch
Design Week? On this map we
point out some highlights. On
the next pages you can find more
information on all these activities.
You can recognise them on the map
by their corresponding numbers.
Explore and enjoy!

Lay-out Luuk Rombouts
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Little Mountain Sneak Preview
Een 3D printer, en dan.?

STRIJP-S

1

Maarten Hendriks

SNEAK PREVIEW LITTLE MOUNTAIN
KLOKGEBOUW 144 - STRIJP-S

22 - 25 OCT, 12:00-13:00

7 years ago Maarten started Little Mountain. A creative
environment for young entrepreneurs. Now a complete new
space opens its doors for entrepreneurs in the field of design
and technology. The fifth floor of the Klokgebouw is renovated
and during the Design Week you can have a sneak preview of
this new workspace!

Creative Session ‘Shoe making’
Smart Health meets Design
Exhibition @ 3SignLab

2

Designing Health

Ron van den Ouweland

EEN 3D PRINTER, EN DAN.?

WeCollaborate Creative Jam
Kokkerelletje
Fiet, interactive light object
overVIEWover
Hidden Design
ID’13 - Nadine van Amersfoort
ID’13 - Rhys Duijndam
Design United

KLOKGEBOUW 144 - STRIJP-S

24 OCT, 13:30 - 14:15

3D printing is starting to become a mainstream concept - in
the sense that most people have heard about it and might
understand it as an industrial production process. However,
when it comes to personal manufacturing - after all, it’s now
realistic to own a printer yourself - most people have a hard
time imagining its possibilities beyond simple repairs around
the house. In a short talk I will provide some inspiring examples
and personal explorations that show how this technology
might soon become an integral part of our daily life.

3

Fiona van de Geijn

CREATIVE SESSION ‘SHOE MAKING’
KLOKGEBOUW 144 - STRIJP-S

FOLD PAGE

25 OCT, 13:00-17:00

During the DDW, De-factorij.nl, in collaboration with Don’t
Run Beta, will organize a shoe design session. During this
session we invite people with different backgrounds and
expertise to work together on a shoe, using handcrafts, digital
manufacturing and electronics. Do you want to make a replica
of a famous shoe, or create supersonic interactive footwear?
Lay-out Luuk Rombouts - Text Fiona van de Geijn

4

Rens Brankaert

SMARTH HEALTH MEETS DESIGN
KLOKGEBOUW - STRIJP-S

23 OCT, 9:30 - 14:00

Design researchers at the Eindhoven University of Technology
pitch their work during Smart Health meets Design. The day
is about how we can use design in the future of the care
society. Many interesting lectures address the challenge from
different perspectives. One of the speakers is Kees Dorst,
professor at the University of Technology Sydney and visiting
professor at the Eindhoven University of Technology. A part of
the event, “inspire to design”, provides a podium for designers
and researchers to pitch their perspective on how we can
contribute to health care. Alumni Rens Brankaert contributes
to this discussion by presenting his work on innovate dementia,
a project supported by INTERREG IVB NWE. In this project
people with different backgrounds collaborate to design
systems, products and services for people with dementia. The
main focus is on the acceptance and usability of products for
this cognitively impaired user group.

5

Joep Kalthoff

EXHIBITION @ 3SIGNLAB
SECTIE C (DAALAKKERSWEG 2), BUILDING P
Alumnus Joep Kalthoff and his companion show some pieces
of furniture and other items they have ‘revived’. The pieces
are all second hand items that are repainted & refurbished.
By using the vinyl plotter they became unique. With this
exhibition 3SignLab shows the endless possibilities of the
vinyl plotter.

6

Various Alumni

DESIGNING HEALTH
DESIGNHUIS, EINDHOVEN CITY CENTRE
The New Institute presents Designing Health, an exhibition
on designing for health care, at the Designhuis in Eindhoven.
Curated by Sabine Wildevuur, it shows how technology,
innovation and design have influenced health care throughout
history. Alumni Marco van Beers and Martijn ten Böhmer
respectively present their work ‘The Necklace’ and ‘VIBE-ING’.

7

Diede Gulpers

WECOLLABORATE CREATIVE JAM
DESIGN ACADEMY, GRADUATION SHOW 11:30, 14:00, 16:30
WeCollaborate is a service which facilitates a community of
people from different backgrounds in bringing new ideas to
life. Using an open source online and offline platform we are
developing a collaborative creators community. During the
DDW we are holding a 30 minute Creative Jam 3 times a day
where anyone from the public is welcome to participate free
of charge.
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9

Wouter Widdershoven - Studio Toer

FIET, INTERACTIVE LIGHT OBJECT
USINE, LICHTTOREN 6

8

Rob Dijkstra & Mitchell Jacobs

KOKKERELLETJE
ID’13 EXHIBITION, GEMEENTEHUIS, STRIJP-S, MEC
Kokkerelletje is a product-system-service combination to
promote and improve healthy food decisions for children
through playful education. The system consists of a childrensize mobile kitchen, where children can (learn to) cook
through gaming. The system is being developed by the faculty
of Industrial Design at the TU/e in collaboration with various
stakeholders such as the nutrition centre, an after school
daycare organization, the municipality of Eindhoven and the
environmental education centre Eindhoven. Alumnus Rob
Dijkstra and Mitchell Jacobs employ the systems at different
locations during the DDW.

Toer’s passion is to explore the boundaries of product and
spatial design. The designs are a result of their fascination for
simple movements and the emotional impact this can have. This
in combination with subtle material use and a straightforward
form language identifies the work of Toer, inlcuding alumnus
Wouter Widdershoven. Fiet is an interactive light object that
visualizes the emotional impact of movement. The object is
built out of hundreds of cones which emphasize the motion
of the surface. The points of the cones move closer to each
other or expand when the skin is moving. All this happens by
the influence of sounds surrounding the object. You will see
the sculpture become stressed when there is a sudden noise,
but when it ’s quiet and peaceful it will move in a comfortable
manner. It ’s like a living organism that interacts with its
environment.

10

Yvette Dijkhuizen & Marco van Beers

overVIEWover

LICHTTOREN 338
During the DDW, six creative entrepreneurs, in between two
of our alumni, host the event overVIEWover. In the top of the
Light Tower, overVIEWover provides both an overview of the
six entrepreneurs’ work and a unique view over the city of
Eindhoven. Smack in the heart of town, you’ll find a diverse
and lively exhibition of design in all shapes and sizes: from
jewellery to furniture and from good food to colour and light
experiences.

ID’13
12

Nadine van Amersfoort

LIGHT IN TRANSITION
11

Afdeling Buitengewone Zaken

HIDDEN DESIGN
TAC, TEMPORARY ART CENTRE
In their two years of existence Afdeling Buitengewone Zaken
has focused on design methodologies extensively through
their design projects. As a design studio consisting of 7 ID
alumni, this course clearly left its mark.
During the Dutch Design Week 2013 they present one of their
design methodologies called ‘Hidden Design’. When designing
for systems in which products and services revolve around
the people interacting with them, these people, and the way
they interact within the system become essential parts of the
system itself. Therefore ‘de Afdeling’ strongly believes that
these people and their contexts should be taken as point of
departure.
Hidden Design takes existing ways to gain insights in the way
people respond to new designs one step further. Sessions
of co-creation, focus groups or the use of design probes still
project or reflect on suggested situations, approaching people
as research participants.
‘De Afdeling’ hide their design and research process, presenting
prototypes as finished products and playing roles to create
real life scenarios. They become the designer equivalent of a
secret agent, searching for pure, sincere insights by hiding their
own motivations. One of the consequences of this approach is
that by actually running a system that evolves through use, a
movement is started which is hard to stop.
A successful system can only emerge in a real context. In
several projects ‘de Afdeling’ worked on over the past years
these emerged systems were so real that they still remain
today. Hidden Design challenges relations between research,
design and implementation.

ID’13 EXHIBITION, MAIN BUILDING TU/E
We are accepting technology more and more into our lives,
as means to enhance the experience of the everyday. This
project focuses on how interaction with interactive light
objects can add intrinsic value to our perception of spaces.
The lamp, Mirror, reflects activity in the space through its
light behaviour. The artefact is part of a series of experiments
in which alumna Nadine van Amersfoort investigates the
adaptation of such an artefact in the home environment and
how it enriches everyday rituals.

13

Rhys Duijndam

[ ] (THCK THCK)
ID’13 EXHIBITION, MAIN BUILDING TU/E
Pronounced as “tchk tchk”, [ ] is a clip-on device that transforms
any sport tool into a game-controller for an audio-enabled
sport/game. [ ] transforms, for example, playing basketball
into a gaming experience; with different levels and soundrewards that only trigger when the user is above their personal
sporting best. One can experience [ ] oneself at ID’13.
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INDUSTRIAL DESIGN DDW
AT
THE

ADAPTING THE EXHIBITION STYLE TO FIT THE STUDENTS NEEDS

Every year during the Dutch Design Week, the
department of Industrial Design hosts ID’X, an
exhibition showing the most interesting projects
done at the department. For this year, Ronald van
Tienhoven has been appointed as curator of ID’13.

Every year, during the Dutch Design Week, the
department of Industrial Design hosts ID’X. This
exhibition shows the most interesting projects
done at the department. This year, Ronald van
Tienhoven has been appointed as curator of
ID’13.
Being schooled as an artist, Ronald van Tienhoven
mostly works in the field of fine arts in the public
domain, both in a digital and physical way. In this
line of work you inherently get in contact with
designers. The world has been designed, crafted
by designers. His work ranges from a new euro

that every object requires a different way of
presentation and demonstration.
Every project should have its own unique selling
point. Talents of students must be evident, that
is exactly how our department differs from other
design schools. Besides this, the exposition
model should distinguish from other design
expositions. This year, the setup of ID’13 will
be completely different, the department will
show its distinctive way of working by showing
25 projects. Ranging from first year bachelor
projects to graduated master projects, divided
over different themes. These themes cover

“EVERY PROJECT SHOULD BE ITS OWN
UNIQUE SELLING POINT.”
coin, to the landscape design of a cemetery.
When the department of Industrial Design was
established, Ronald was attracted because of his
omnifarious background.
In ID’13 Ronald tries to give sovereign projects
the stage they deserve. Curating and designing
an exhibition should be done with utmost care.
It is not seldom that a curator has a vision on
an exhibition, and asks a exhibition designer to
physicalize his ideas. In the best case, this results
in an exhibition that integrates all aspects of
the subject and respects the work presented.
However, more often a fatal discrepancy arises
between the designers implementation and the
intention of the curator. In the case of industrial
design, where the design process is equally
important to the final design, visitors should
immerse in the whole process. Visitors should
learn that every design conceals a history of
intentions, use and interaction. This means

subjects like “Body” (wearables and well being),
the “Other” (designing on an empathic level),
“Intimacy” (design on a personal intimate level),
“Big Data” (how does the growing stream of data
influence our daily lives?) and more individual
work. While selecting projects for ID’13, the
most important criterion was the impact the
design has on society. Together they will provide
an overview of the wide range of projects that
are done at Industrial Design.
In the end, the most important aspect of ID’13 is
that a lot of talented people are studying at our
department. People that can make a difference
in design and research, and dream of doing so.
ID’13 shows that the department rests on the
foundation created by talented students.
Lay-out & Photo Wouter van der Wal Text Job Huberts & Rens Brankaert
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DESIGN CHANGES
BY
5
DESIGN UNITED
In recent years, designers have been
expanding their field and get inspiration
from other scientific disciplines. They
have strengthened their collaborations
with industry. They are involving the
user more intensively in the process. In
short, they are continuously connecting
and collaborating with society to make
sure that the designs fit the situation.

Design has the power to change
people’s lives. It can make life
more enjoyable, healthier and more
meaningful. However, as modern
society evolves more and more rapidly
and faces problems of increasing
complexity, designers have to adapt
and change themselves.

Future lighting systems will consist of
many individual light sources that are
connected to each other, such that the
intensity, colour, and position of light can
be controlled. In the exhibition you can
experience a lighting system with three
different interfaces that suit different
situations. The lighting system consists
of modular ceiling tiles with integrated

These tight bonds with others are
changing the field of industrial design.
New methods and tools are being
designed that provide support during
collaborative idea generation, during
testing of concepts and for involving
users in the design. Therefore
designers do not only design concepts
and products for society, they are also
(re-)designing their own field of study.

lights, and coloured wall lighting to
create atmospheres.
The ‘LightPad‘ is a controller that
allows people to quickly adjust all light
sources with an expressive touch, which
would be useful near the entrance of
a space to quickly set the lighting. The
‘LightCube’ allows people to choose
21
between various presets that are related

Lay-out Wouter van der Wal

The exhibition DESIGN CHANGES
showcases these new developments.
In the themes Inspiring theories,
Facing reality, and Creating tools,
different aspects of the design process
are demonstrated through interactive
prototypes, inspiring scenarios and
ready-to-use applications.
DESIGN CHANGES is the annual
exhibition of Design United, a
platform for Dutch Research in Design,
which was initiated by the Industrial
Design departments of the technical
universities of Twente, Delft and
Eindhoven. DESIGN CHANGES will be
on display in front of the Main Building
of the TU/e, from October 19 to 27,
2013. The festive opening will take
place on Saturday October 19, at 15:30.

to different activities. The ‘LightApp’
is a tablet interface that allows you to
control many light sources in detail using
simple gestures: dragging, pinching,
rotating and wiping. This could be used to
create specific atmospheres, or to create
presets for the LightCube. This work is a
result of the PhD projects of alumni Serge
Offermans and Remco Magielse.

MICROSOFT
EVENT
In 2013, the TU/e department of Industrial
Design was invited to participate in the annual
Microsoft Research Design Expo. For the
Expo, each year Microsoft invites six to eight
world-leading design schools to send a team
of students to the Microsoft Faculty Summit in
Redmond, USA, to present their design views on
a trending topic.
This year’s theme was about “Making Data
Useful: Improving your Life, Community and
World”. Five student teams from Industrial
Design at TU/e came up with innovative
proposals on how data can be used for a better
and more community-oriented place to live.
From educational toys to digital fortune cookies,
and from interactive family trees to energyawareness games; the Eindhoven designs show
a wide range of concepts on how data can be
used. This summer in Seattle, the winning team
presented AMP: a lamp that supports social data
sharing in a local restaurant.

“INCREASINGLY WE LIVE IN A WORLD
ALIVE WITH SENSORS AND DATA. HOW
CAN WE USE THIS TO IMPROVE LIFE,
LOCAL COMMUNITY AND THE WORLD
AT LARGE?”

The process of participation and the outcomes
are all captured in the book “Eindhoven Designs,
volume seven”. The book will be presented
during a festive mini-symposium on Big Data,
where experts in the field share their views on
the use and implications of big data. We are
happy to invite you to the mini-symposium “Big
Data” during the Dutch Design Week.
Lay-out Joch Jansz - Text Karin Niemantsverdriet

-MICROSOFT
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Q&A

WITH

NEDAP
WHO IS RUBEN WEGMAN?
My name is Ruben Wegman, CEO of Nedap
N.V., a diversified Dutch high-tech company
listed on the Euronext Stock Exchange. I
studied Computer Science at the Radboud
University in Nijmegen, had various
commercial roles at Shell and joined Nedap
in 1999. There I have been involved with
different business units before joining the
board of directors in 2002.
CAN YOU INTRODUCE NEDAP TO US?
Nedap’s
750
employees
develop,
manufacture
and
sell
intelligent
technological solutions for a wide range
of issues all over the world. Whether it is
protecting the Eiffel Tower, supplying clean
water to New York City or making sure that
farmers can run their farms in an animal
friendly and profitable way, we always looks
for innovative ways to make a difference in
a market.

Our key differentiator is our company
organisation and culture. We offer a
environment where talented people
get real opportunities to transform
ideas about technology and markets
into winning propositions. That is why
we work in small teams of developers
and commercial people, always
focused on moving markets with
technology that matters. By combining
all the knowhow and experience within
the whole company with the market
focus in a small team we have proven
over and over again we can beat far
larger companies by bringing better
propositions quicker to the market.
TECHNOLOGY THAT MATTERS... CAN
YOU GIVE A STRIKING EXAMPLE?
Every day, we work on products that
can really make a difference. It could be
on our solutions with which care givers
can spend more time on care instead of
complex administrative matters. Or our
PowerRouter that allows not only to
generate solar power but also store it
locally so you can use your own energy
at a later time reducing the load of the
power grid. Or our power supplies for
UV lights with which we make water
potable. These are just a few examples
of the themes we work on every day.

THE STRENGTH OF NEDAP SEEMS TO BE
THAT EVERYTHING IS ABOUT PEOPLE.
COULD YOU ELABORATE ON THIS
OBSERVATION?
People make the difference. But also,
people start to differ more and more.
That is why we only offer jobs to the
most talented people we meet. But
attracting top talent also comes with
the obligation to build an organisation
where all this talent can shine. We
believe that by working with a clear
set of guiding principles and offering
a transparent flow of information our
people can make sensible decisions
all by themselves without interference
of management. This allows for a very
flat organisation, short communication
lines and real responsibilities for
everyone, always geared towards
moving markets with technology that
matters.
SEVERAL
INDUSTRIAL
DESIGN
EINDHOVEN ALUMNI WORK FOR NEDAP.
WHAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT THING
THEY BRING TO THE COMPANY?
They have introduced a radically
different approach towards the
development of new propositions.
Instead of making quick assumptions
of customers needs and product
requirements they introduced a

Lay-out Mitchell Jacobs - Text Eva Deckers & Nedap

structured way to truly understand
to key drivers for the users of our
products. Instead of guessing they
started
asking
questions.
And
with every iteration in a product
development cycle they are very
disciplined in ascertaining whether the
design meets all requirements. In the
last few year this has resulted in much
better return on our development
investments. But more importantly, in
products that move their markets.
CAN WE FIND NEDAP AT THE DUTCH
DESIGN WEEK? OR ARE OTHER
ACTIVITIES COMING UP (AFTER 15
OCTOBER)?
This year, we will only be visiting
DDW and not actively participating.
After our participation at Lowlands
and organising Bubbleconf we will
participate in many events at the
different universities all over The
Netherlands. In 2014 our annual
Masterclass will be held where 15
talented students are offered an
opportunity to experience the unique
way how we translate market demands
into exciting propositions. For more
information, please look at www.
nedap.com.
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WOUTER KERSTEMAN

GILLES VAN WANROOIJ

Business unit: Security management
Responsibility: Interaction designer
Working at Nedap since: March 2009

Business unit: Security Management
Responsibility: Depending on the project
Working at Nedap since: February 2012

Since 2009, I am working as interaction designer
for Nedap’s Security management software,
called AEOS. This software allows the user to
operate the different security systems present
in a building, such as access control, video
surveillance, and intrusion detection. On a daily
basis, many different users that perform a wide
variety of tasks operate this software. Because
the security of the building is at stake, it is
important that the software optimally supports
the user.

At Nedap you get to create your own job. It is not
about filling a vacancy, it is about contributing
the best way you know how to. In my case, I have
been fulfilling this role on a project basis. The
subjects have been ranging from software to
hardware and from marketing to sales. They all
had a common denominator: finding out what
has to be made and how to go about making it.

Currently, three software development teams
are implementing new features I designed and
specified. It is my responsibility to create the best
possible solution, before the implementation. I
weigh and consider the user’s needs and wishes,
the technological possibilities and the potential
market value. An essential part of my activities
is gathering information by, for example,
interviewing users about their daily tasks or do
a short feasibility-impact study with one of the
developers.

I use my skills to approach a project holistically,
determining the best approach given all the
different areas of impact by researching the
context of use, market, and internal stakes. This
results in a project rationale, more often than not
concretized in prototypes. Once this rationale
is approved, I start taking the necessary steps
to actually make it happen. In many cases,
this means in-house development, but this
can also translate into project management,
using outsourced capacity. Either way, it is
about getting the job done, and getting it done
proficiently matching business goals.

IDEA PRESENTS:
RON WAKKARY
BIOGRAPHY

The Department of Industrial Design,
Eindhoven University of Technology,
and the School of Interactive Arts and
Technology, Simon Fraser University
Surrey closely collaborate on the
field of designing for interaction
and design research. Ron Wakkary,
professor at SFU has a key position in
this collaboration. IDEa invited him to
give a lecture during the DDW. In this
lecture he elaborates on his research
about what we need to know to design
interactive systems that will have
value in our everyday lives. Different
threads of his research intersect in his
belief that future interactive systems
need to be simple, and open to ongoing
design in order to weave themselves
meaningfully into our lives. It is an
honor to introduce Ron Wakkary to
you:
Lay-out Joch Jansz - Text Eva Deckers

Ron Wakkary is a Professor in the School
of Interactive Arts and Technology
(SIAT) at Simon Fraser University (SFU)
in Surrey, British Columbia, Canada
where he established the Everyday
Design Studio, a design research studio
that explores interaction design.
Wakkary’s research investigates the
changing nature of interaction design in
response to everyday design practices
like home life, DIY, amateur experts,
hobbyists, and sustainability. In the
spirit of design research, Wakkary’s
research aims to be reflective and
generative, creating new interaction
design prototypes and uncovering new,
emergent practices of design that help
to shape both design and its relations
to technologies. Wakkary publishes
regularly in design, human-computerinteraction, and tangible computing
journals and conferences. He is an
Editor-in-Chief of ACM interactions,
Director of the Interaction Design
Research Centre at SFU, member of
the SIGCHI Executive Committee, and
a member of the Steering Committee
for Tangible Embedded/Embodied
Interaction (TEI).
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Emar Vegt is an advanced sound
designer at BMW in Munich and
is at the fore front of automotive
sound design. Together with his
team, including alumni Daan
Pothoven and Jasper de Kruiff,
he is pushing the boundaries of
sound in BMW’s.
“I think industrial design
eindhoven produces very versatile,
creative, open-minded interaction
prototypers.”

EMAR
VEGT

WHO IS WHO
Lay-Out Attalan Mailvaganam - Text Stefan Zwegers - Photos Stefan Zwegers + Afdeling Buitengewone Zaken

Jaap Knoester is a design
consultant at Philips Design
Healthcare. Here he is occupied
with various activities ranging
from user tests in hospitals
to translating user needs to
commercial
and
successful
products.
“I think an ID alumni is
independent, not afraid to try new
things, and able to find out what
people need and want.”

JAAP

KNOESTER

KIRSTEN

VAN DER AALST

Kirstin van der Aalst is a designer
at Fonckel and is interested in
tangible light. She works for
another Industrial Design alumnus
and co-founder of Fonckel, Philip
Ross.
“The most fun thing in the
iterative design process is to make
the mock-up, test it and see how to
improve it.”

Dominika Potuzakova started
the PDEng program User System
Interaction (USI), at the Industrial
Design department. Here she
works on the E-nemo project,
focusing on designing comfort
solutions for prematurely born
babies in Neonatal Intensive Care
Units (NICU).
“I think we can bring
a mix of structure, creativity and
knowledge of design methodologies
to the table, fueled by the drive to
work hard.”

DOMINIKA
POTUZAKOVA

ALUMNI EDITION
Sjors Eerens is a product developer
at Vogel’s Products, specialized in
wall mounts and Ipad accessories.
Recently, he started working as a
coach at the faculty of Industrial
Design.
“As industrial Design
alumnus from Eindhoven I have a
fresh view on different fields within
the company; from marketing and
sales, to research and development”

SJORS
EERENS

Thomas de Wolf together with
co-alumnus Guust Hilte, is
founder of Studio Diip. Studio Diip
focuses on designing intelligent
imaging products, stretching the
boundaries of image recognition.
They innovate in areas such as
logistics, sports and industry.
”Our clients are amazed
that there exists an education like
ours that focuses on such different
aspects and how to bring them all
together.”

THOMAS
DE WOLF
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DIY

PRINT your OWN lampshade

LASERCUT
A FOLDABLE
LAMPSHADE

STEP 1

INGREDIENTS

Blueprint
PP Sheet
Plexiglas sheet
Fitting
Lightbulb

STEP 2

Download the blueprint
(see www.de-factorij.nl)

Find, make or reserve a lasercutter

STEP 3

STEP 4

Cut and engrave the PP sheet and
the plexiglas circle

Fold the PP sheet into a lampshade
and connect the plexi circle (you can
check the movie using Layar)
Feel free to play with the folding
directions yourself!

STEP 5

Look for a fitting or stand to connect
the lampshade and enjoy!

WATCH THE VIDEO

EXTRA
This is just an impression of the possibilities
using a lasercutting to create folding
patterns. Try to use this as an inspiration to
(re)design your own personal lamp shade!
Lay-out Joch Jansz - Text Fiona vd Geijn & Rincke Driessen

RINCKE
DRIESSEN’S:

INTERNSHIP
AT /D.SEARCH

The /d.search lab is the Prototyping
Lab of the faculty Industrial Design
of the TU/e and is dedicated to the
realization of high-quality and small
series of prototypes for master
students and researchers of ID. Rincke
took the challenge to enhance the
possibilities with the laser cutter and
in consultation with Chet Bangaru and
Loe Feijs came up with an easy and
cheap way to create 3D objects using
only the laser cutter. He created a
script that slices your 3D CAD model
in 2D cutting profiles ready for laser
cutting.

The parts that you get out of the laser
are like a puzzle and when the puzzle
has been solved you get a 3D shape
close to the shape of your CAD model.
Of course 3D print models are made
with a higher resolution but the
script enables creating models out
of materials that can’t be printed jet,
like wood. It is also much quicker and
cheaper than 3D printing and opens
the opportunity to go bigger. So
let’s go from 3D to 2D
and back to 3D!

“I came up with an
easy and cheap way
to create 3D objects
using only the laser
cutter”
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CHECK OUT THE THIRD STEP OF SNEP’S PROCESS
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